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1. We have developed a new type of vehicle called 
“SK” or “SL” model to perform various 
operations subsidiary to the aluminium melting 
phases as the furnace charging, skimming, de-
drossing and stirring, as well as furnace 
bottom and side-wall  cleaning. The whole 
project of the vehicle and of its basic activities has 
the  principal objective to reduce the charging, 
cleaning and de-drossing time, so as to render the 
payback of the investment very short as result of 
its consequential benefits. The economy of the 
foundry, the quality of the metal as well as the 
environmental conditions, health and work safety 
are improved as result of the use of this 
Multifunctional Vehicle. 

  
2. The charging of the furnaces with 

interchangeable special containers which can 
be rapidly hooked and un-hooked allows: 
- furnace charging rapidity, minimizing the opening 

periods of the furnace  doors, the temperature 
fallings, the consequent energy and  metal-
oxidation losses; 

- optimal distribution of the scraps within the 
furnace, improving the   furnace output and 
reducing dross production; 

- to prolong furnace living life; 
- reduction of waves and splashes during furnace 

charging; 
- reduction of hydrogen absorption; 
- to withdraw people working from the operative 

zone of high risk. 
 
3. Quick and careful bath de-drossing: 

- precision of the vehicle operations allows to 
control carefully the dross   quantity to be 
removed, reducing the amount of Aluminium in 
the dross and the  dross sent to processing;            

- quick execution of this operation reduces the 
opening periods of the   furnace doors, the metal 
cooling, energy losses as well as metal losses for   
oxidation. 

 
4. Furnace bottom cleaning operations are carried 

out with a suitable tool. This phase is obtained by 
easily combined movements of forward-backward, 
lifting and tilting of the telescope which allow to the 
tool to follow precisely the furnace bottom profile 
as well as the side walls.  

 
5. Stirring of the molten metal by mean of the      

proper tool fixed to the boom of the vehicle 
allows to have uniform temperature and chemical 
composition of the molten metal. 

 
6. Degassing

 
the molten metal within the furnace 

by mean of the tool fixed to the boom of the 
vehicle: the properly distribution of degassing salts 
within the furnace improves their efficiency 
assuring the best molten metal cleaning.  

         
7. By mean of a special device and standard forks, 

the vehicle can be used as a heavy forklift to 
handle and charge T-Bars and ingots pallets into 
the melting furnaces as well as to storage and 
transport aluminium coils. 

 
8. Excellent manoeuvrability and visibility of the 

vehicle which is equipped with a traction-steering 
axle assembled on a thrust-bearing with a 360° 
rotation angle and a lifting operator’s cabin. 

 
9. Environment, Health and Safety: only one 

operator in a safe, soundproof, air-conditioned, 
and comfortable  cabin is required to control all 
the   described operations; vehicle operation on 
cushions solid tyres with an ecological diesel 
motor. 

 
10. Interchangeability of tools by a quick hooking 

system and the easily operations handling make 
the use of the vehicle extremely flexible.  

 
11. Major benefits and results: 

 

 Charging time reduced by 40% up to 70%* 
 

 Skimming and cleaning time reduced by 50% 

up to 70% * 
 

 Perfect distribution of the scrap inside the 

furnaces * 
 

 Great reduction of the opening time of the 
furnace doors 
 

 Accuracy on all the operations and no 
damages to the refractory lining. 
 

  *Compared with the use of standard forklift. 

 
We can assert that the investment economical 
return comes, above all, from the operations 
rapidity within the furnace (so from the energy 
savings, the reduction of dross production and 
metal losses and the best furnaces qualitative and 
productive output), the reduction of manpower as 
well as from a more precise control of the quantity 
of molten metal removed with the scraps. 
 


